ACROSS

2. Served as the de facto president after her husband's stroke
9. Piggy
10. Heckle and Jeckle
12. One way to be taken
13. Fuss
14. Shared her battles with addiction
18. Singer Sumac
19. Social graces boosted her husband's popularity
26. A Mrs. in Marseille
27. Earned the nickname "Lemonade Lucy" for her abstemiousness
30. Harrison or Reed
31. Scrawny sort
33. Move forward
35. Progressive spokesperson
36. Mother-in-law was also a first lady

DOWN

1. Lead an army
2. Chinese appetizer
3. "______ Were King of the Forest"
4. Owns
5. Boot-shaped land
6. High shot
7. Defense organization from 1955 to 1977
8. In a birthday suit
11. Nemesis
14. "See ya!"
15. Singer Wynette
16. U.S. intelligence agency
17. Famed movie studio
20. Columbus campus
21. Put down gently
22. Tweak legislation
23. ___ Moines
24. Orchestra section
25. Pond's rival
27. Germ killer
28. Greek island
29. Sci-fi writing awards
32. "The Greatest"
33. "Take On Me" band
34. By way of